Vinod Cookware’s Induction Friendly Combo Set Junior –
A Pressure Cooker and Pressure Pan for the small family
Like it or not, the Indian homemaker is always under pressure of gratifying the tastes of
everyone in the family by cooking delicious yet healthy meals. Easing some of this
pressure through reliable appliances and trustworthy technologies has been Vinod
Cookware, one of India’s oldest kitchenware brands, which has introduced an irresistible
combo product offering – induction friendly pressure cooker and pan.
Called the Combo Set Junior, Senior and Jumbo it comprises a pressure cooker and a
pressure pan, both of stainless steel and made to last innumerable meals. The pressure
cooker’s spotless looks are backed by solid features such as a high convenience handle, a
gasket release system for safety and most importantly, the unique sandwich bottom for
burn-free cooking.
The perfect mirror finish gives this cooker an inside smoothness ensuring no food particles
get stuck. Moreover, acidic foods such as tamarind and tomatoes will never corrode its
interiors. All this is topped with a steaming grid and most importantly,a fusible safety
valve for added safety of the priceless chef!
This Combo Set’s partner, the Pressure Pan is made of stainless steel too, with aluminium
on the inside layered with steel again to ensure quick, even heating. So whether it’s the
simple dal khichdi or a gravy-based vegetable, your only efforts will go into its spice
balance and not heating/cooking issues.
This useful Combo uses the same lid, hence avoiding confusion and bringing down the cost
too.
Commenting on this offering, Mr. Sunil AgarwalDirector, Vinod Cookware says, “Both the
induction friendly pressure cooker and pressure pan are indispensible in today’s Indian
kitchens, even in the age of microwaves. Our clubbing them together will only encourage
people to try out both and hence indulge in varied styles of cooking!”
Bringing home Vinod’s induction friendly Combo Set Junior will only help you streamline
your cooking better and multitask. The two-piece set is all set to be owned for an
irresistible prices range from Rs. 2,640/- to Rs. 3,810/- and it comes with a 24-month
guarantee too.

About Vinod Cookware:
Established in 1986 – Vinod Cookware is the pioneer of ‘Sandwich bottom’ in the cookware
industry. With more than 400 products across seven categories Vinod Cookware’s Pressure
Cooker is the firms biggest success story.
The product range has expanded into state-of-the-art cooking technologies such as
induction cooktops, non-stick cookware, hard anodised cookware and more.
Crafted with a complete understanding of the Indian kitchen and using premium quality
stainless steel, Vinod’s products are an instant connect with home-makers of all ages.
Besides, the company’s insistence on research and development gets for its products the
edge of convenience and durability. The trust earned from the customers has also got the
company many awards, one of the prized titles also being the ‘Best Expo House’
Always a step ahead in the now competitive Indian market, Vinod’s brand ambassador
actor ‘SakshiTanwar’ has provided an ideal fit for its ideologies.
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